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A dynamic binary neural network is a simple two-layer network with a delayed feedback and is
able to generate various binary periodic orbits. The network is characterized by the signum acti-
vation function, ternary connection parameters, and integer threshold parameters. The ternary
connection brings benefits to network hardware and to computation costs in numerical analysis.
The dynamics is simplified into a digital return map on a set of lattice points. We investigate
the relation between sparsity of network connection and stability of a target periodic orbit. In
order to stabilize a desired binary periodic orbit, we introdece some methods algorithm uses Each
individual is evaluated by some feature quantities that characterize the stability of the periodic
orbit. Applying the algorithm to a class of periodic orbits that are applicable to control signals
of switching power converters, the usefulness of sparsification in stabilization of desired periodic
orbit is confirmed.
















































, i = 1 ∼ N
F (x) =
{
+1 if x ≥ 0
−1 if x < 0 , Ti = 0
(1)
???  t ≡ (xt1, · · · , xtN) ????? t ???? 2????




? (1)?  t+1 = D( t)??????????????  1
????????DBNN ??? 2 ????? { t} ???
?????????? wij ? 3 ????????????
Ti ????????
wij ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, Ti ∈ {0,±1,±2,±3, · · ·} (2)








??? (Dmap) ??????DBNN ? N ?? 2 ????
? N ???????2N ?????????????
LN ≡ {c1, · · · , c2N}, ci = i2N ≡ h(bi), bi ∈ 
N (3)
????i? 2???????? bi ? 10????????
?????1/2N · · · 2N/2N ? BN ???? 2N ?????
?????? (3)???? DBNN???? Dmap LN ??
???????????
θt+1 = f(θt), θt ∈ LN , f(θ) ≡ h ◦D ◦ h−1(θ) (4)
? 2 ? N = 4 ? Dmap ????????2 ???
L4 = {c1, · · · , c24} ??????????????c1 ≡
(−1,−1,−1,−1), c2 ≡ (−1,−1,−1,+1), · · ·, c24 ≡
(+1,+1,+1,+1)????? 2N ????N ??????
???????????????????????????




?????????? θp ∈ LD ??θp = fp(θp), θp =
f l(θp), 1 ≤ l < p???????θp ?? p???? (PEP)?
???????fk ? f ? k????????????? 1?
PEP????????PEP??? {θp, f(θp), · · · , fp−1(θp)}
??? p ????? (BPO)????? 2?????Dmap
????? 3? BPO???????? DBNN?????
? 3? BPO??????
c2 ≡ (−1,−1,−1,+1)→ c8 ≡ (−1,+1,+1,+1)
→ c14 ≡ (+1,+1,−1,+1)→ c2 → · · · (5)
?? p ???? 2????? (TBPO)?????

1, 2, · · · , p, p+1, · · ·{

i = j for |i− j| = np

i = j for |i− j| = np
(6)
??? n ??????????? BPO ?????
BPO(TBPO) ????????????????????
(6)? TBPO??? p ????????????????
(τ ,τ ) = (τ , τ+1), τ ∈ {1, · · · p} (7)
????p = p+1 = 1 ????τ ? τ ? Dmap??















j ≡ l(i, τ) < Ti for i such that ητi = −1
(9)
???????????????????????????
? 1 (a) DBNN?????????????????
?? wij = +1 ? wij = −1???????????
wij = 0???????(b) ??????????
? 2 Dmap?3??????????
L(i) < R(i) for all i
L(i) = max
τ
l(i, τ), R(i) = min
τ
r(i, τ) (10)
E????????θe ∈ LD ? PEP??????????
??????PEP θp (F q(θe) = θp ??? q ?????) ?
?????? E ??? (EPP) ????EPP ??????
??PEP ??????????? BPO ????????
? EPP ? BPO ?????????? BPO ??????




α, β ? 1???????????????????????
SR =
The number of zero in 






#EPPs falling into a TBPO
2N







, i = 1 ∼ p, 2/2N ≤ β ≤ 1 (13)
????Mi ? i ??? TPEP ????????????





? 6? BPO(TBPO)????????????? DC/AC
?????????????????????????
? 1 DC/AC??????????? TBPO
z1 +1 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1
z2 +1 +1 −1 −1 −1 +1
z3 +1 +1 +1 −1 −1 −1
z4 −1 +1 +1 +1 −1 −1
z5 −1 −1 +1 +1 +1 −1








?????????SR = 30? DBNN?????????
?????
? SR(0 ∼ 30) ????????????? 30 ???
?????????? 3????????????????
???????????DBNN?? α = 36/58??????
SR = 3 ∼ 26 ? αmax = 1 ????????SR = 1 ∼ 19
? αave ???? (α ≥ 50/58) ??????
???TBPO?????????? 2? DBNN???
(547)?????????????? α?????????
???? DBNN????????????? 4? 547??




DBNN ????????? 2 ??? (wij = {+1,−1}) ?
???? 5? 547???? 3? DBNN? α3??????
????
? 3 ??????(a) ???? DBNN?(b) ????
??? DBNN?
? 6? TBPO?????? 3? DBNN???????
1 ??????? 2? DBNN?????????????
??????????? (α2 = 36/58)??? 2? DBNN?
???????????????????????????






???α = 36/58, β = 7/11 ??????????????
????????????????? α, β ???????
?????DBNN ??????????????????
???????????????? (GSS)[2]??????
? 8(b),(d) ????? GSS ???????????
DBNN ? Dmap ???????2 ??????????






? 4 TBPO???? 1?? 2? DBNN? α2 ???
????
? 5 TBPO?????? 3? DBNN? α3????
???
? 6 TBPO ?????? 3 ? DBNN ?
Dmap(α3 = 54/58)?











? 8 DBNN? Dmap?(a) ??????DBNN?(b)
GSS???? DBNN?(c) ?????? Dmap?(d)
GSS???? DBNN?
? 9 ?????(a) α, β vs t. (b) α− β ??????
??A: ??????B: GSS????X: ????
????
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